
 

Why Cold Storage Location Matters and How RL Cold 

Makes a Difference 

Businesses often struggle to find the best location for their work. For cold storage, it’s 

extremely important to build at the right site. If you are struggling to find the best location, 

building design, or anything else related to warehouse construction, cold storage builders at RL 

Cold can help you. They are experts in different aspects of warehouse construction. And they 

can help you find what’s best for your business. 

What is the Problem with Cold Storage?  

Cold storage companies have to keep their goods safe and fresh. To do this, they need the 

optimum distance from the source and to the delivery center. If this balance isn’t right, cold 

storage owners have to bear operational and logistic costs, costs of goods going bad, and other 

daily life struggles at the warehouse. This is why RL Cold always thinks about the location 

before starting a cold storage project.  

Factors considered by RL Cold: 

Transportation Costs 
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It's hard to transport temperature-sensitive items over long distances. There is always a risk of 

the goods going bad before reaching their destination. The experts at RL Cold consider these 

little things in cold storage development before they take up the design of the project. Because 

longer transportation means more transportation costs, more inputs are needed in the design. 

Minimizing Energy Usage 

To keep things cold, cold storage places need a lot of power. Placing these facilities in naturally 

cooler areas or constructing them to use less energy can help reduce energy consumption. RL 

Cold is very good at picking places that take advantage of the geography of the place. They use 

high-tech tools and do things that are good for the earth to save money and minimize energy 

usage.  

Following the Rules in the Area 

There may be different rules and needs for cold storage spaces in different places. To stay out 

of trouble with the law, it's very important to choose a place that follows these rules. The 

people at RL Cold know how to deal with area rules, so they make sure cold storage logistics 

companies follow the law. They carefully plan the project and consider all aspects before even 

starting the design. 

For more information, visit https://rlcold.com/ 

Original Source:- https://bit.ly/3SvHH7v   
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